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Independent Viability Experts
David Newham MRICS
Director
CP Viability Ltd
T: 01937 360 131
M: 07947 120 953
E: davidnewham@cpviability.co.uk

FAO Ms Lucy Buttery
Principal Planning Officer
South Holland District Council
Sent by email only

Our ref: DN-0460
Your ref: H22-1135-20
Date: 8th February 2021

Dear Ms Buttery,
PROPERTY ADDRESS: Land off High Road/ Pinfold Lane, Weston, Lincolnshire PE12 6RQ
INSTRUCTING BODY: South Holland District Council
APPLICANT: Persimmon Homes

Further to your instruction dated 20 th January 2021, we are pleased to report as follows.




1. Property Overview

1.1.

The property is located in Weston, a village located around 2 miles north east of
Spalding, 5 miles west of Holbeach and 16 miles south of Boston. The main road to and
from the village is the A151, which provides a direct link between Spalding and
Holbeach. More specifically, the subject site is located centrally in the village, on the
northern side of High Road and adjacent Pinfold Lane. The main centre of the village
(including a public house, church and village store) is located around 1/3 mile to the
north east.

1.2.

The majority of the site (to the north, west and east) abuts undeveloped agricultural
land, interspersed with a small number of detached dwellings. The A151 is a short
distance to the north and High Road runs along the southern boundary of the site. To
the southern side of High Road there is a variety of established residential dwellings.
We note that the majority of the built up area of the village is located on the southern
side of High Road (whereas the subject site in to the north side of High Road).

1.3.

The subject site is currently an agricultural field and is an irregular shape. We
understand that the site extends to 6.13 Ha (15.15 Acres) on a gross basis with a net
developable area of 3.54 Ha (8.75 acres).

1.4.

We understand the site was previously granted outline planning permission (ref H220101-16) for a residential development of 57 dwellings, which was granted in 2018. As
part of the consent a S106 agreement was entered into. The policy requirements of
the consent as set out in the the approval conditions, as well as the S106 agreement,
were as follows:
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-

Onsite affordable housing provision of at least 25%.

-

Health care contribution of £25,308.

-

An equipped children’s play area to be provided on site.

-

In relation to Floor Risk Mitigation requirements, the finished floor areas are to be
set at 3.2m above Ordnance Datum and shall be 2 storey.

1.5.

-

Existing highway improvement works.

-

Travel plan.

-

SUDS.

The current planning application (under ref. H22-1135-20) is for:

“Residential development for the erection of 150 dwellings and associated open space
and infrastructure”.

1.6.

We have been provided with the following schedule of accommodation:
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Name

Type

Beds

No.

Sq ft (each)

Sq ft (total)

Alnmouth

Semi

2

18

642

11,556

Danbury

Semi / terr

3

19

811

15,409

Delmare

Semi / detached

3

13

993

12,909

Sherwood

Detached

3

19

969

18,411

Charnwood

Detached

4

8

1,012

8,096

Saunton

Semi (2.5 storey)

4

10

1,034

10,340

Burnham

Detached

4

7

1,115

7,805

Det (2.5 storey)

4

2

1,221

2,442

Marston

Detached

4

6

1,230

7,380

Whiteleaf

Detached

4

6

1,259

7,554

Kielder

Detached

4

4

1,415

5,660

Apartments

1

8

522

4,176

Semi

2

16

772

12,352

Semi / Terr

3

13

923

11,999

Semi

4

1

1,057

1,057

Greenwood

Aster
Haldon
Rendlesham
Ennerdale
Totals

150

137,146

2. Scope of Assessment and General Assumptions
2.1

Acting on behalf of the applicant, Atlas Development Solutions (“ADS”) submitted a
Viability Assessment dated 20 th January 2021. ADS considered 4 scenarios, the first
policy compliant, then each subsequent with reducing levels of contributions. ADS
conclude that the scheme is only viable if the affordable housing provision is removed
and the S106 contributions reduced to £382,000.
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2.2

We have been instructed to provide an independent viability assessment of the
scheme, with a view to advising the Council as to the appropriate level of policy
contributions that the scheme can viably deliver.

2.3

In accordance with the RICS Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting 1st
Edition (May 2019) we can confirm that in completing this instruction CP Viability Ltd
have acted with objectivity, impartiality, without interference and with reference to all
appropriate available sources of information.

2.4

In accordance with the RICS Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting 1st
Edition (May 2019) we can confirm that prior to accepting this instruction we
undertook a conflict of interest check. It is stressed that as an organisation we only
provide independent viability reviews upon the instruction of Local Authorities and
therefore can guarantee that we have not provided viability advice on behalf of the
applicant for this scheme. Within this context and having undertaken a review we are
unaware of any conflict of interest that prevents CP Viability from undertaking this
instruction. If, at a later date, a conflict is identified we will notify all parties to discuss
how this should be managed.

2.5

In accordance with the RICS Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting 1st
Edition (May 2019) we can confirm that the fee agreed to undertake this review is a
fixed rate (covering the elements set out in our fee quote / terms of engagement) and
is not performance related or a contingent fee.

2.6

In accordance with the RICS Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting 1st
Edition (May 2019) we can confirm that CP Viability Ltd is not currently providing
ongoing advice to South Holland District Council in area-wide financial viability
assessments to help formulate policy.
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2.7

As stated within the RICS Financial viability in planning: conduct and reporting 1 st
Edition (May 2019) it is now a mandatory requirement to provide sensitivity analysis
of the viability results. This is to demonstrate to the applicant and decision maker the
impact that changes to inputs have on the viability outcome and also to help the
assessor reach an informed conclusion. We have subsequently undertaken sensitivity
testing as part of this review.

2.8

We have assessed the viability of the scheme as at 8 th February 2021.

2.9

This assessment does not provide a critique of the proposed development design. Our
role is limited to testing the viability of the proposals as detailed on the relevant
planning applications.

2.10

We have relied on the information provided to us by the instructing body and the
applicant and in particular information publicly available through the Council’s
planning portal website. We have not met either of the Instructing Body or the
applicant.

2.11

In accordance with the RICS Guidance on Viability (Guidance Note 1, 2012), our
appraisal assumes a hypothetical landowner and a hypothetical developer. The
intention of a viability assessment is therefore to identify the approach a ‘typical’ or
‘average’ developer / landowner would take to delivering the site for development. A
viability assessment does not therefore seek to reflect the specific circumstances of
any particular body (whether landowner or developer).

2.12

Our review also adheres to the guidance set out in the Planning Practice Guidance for
viability, as published in July 2018 (and updated most recently in September 2019).
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2.13

In undertaking our appraisals, we have utilised the ARGUS Development Appraisal
Tool. This is an industry approved cash-flow model, designed specifically for
development appraisals.

2.14

This report reflects the independent views of CP Viability, based on the research
undertaken, the evidence identified and the experience of the analysing surveyor.

3. ADS’s appraisals – summary

3.1.

As stated above, ADS have submitted an appraisal dated 20 th January 2021, which
considers four scenarios which decrease in contributions (with the first including the
full planning policy requirements and the last including zero affordable housing plus
S106 costs totalling £382,000). For the purposes of this section we have focused on
ADS Scenario 1, which includes the full planning policy requirements.

3.2.

To summarise ADS’s appraisal, we have categorised the costs provided under what we
consider to be the most common sections of a viability appraisal. For example, all costs
which we believe relate to the basic construction of a dwelling (including a contractor’s
margin or developer’s overhead) have been allocated under “Estate housing”. Any
unusual costs are referred to as “Abnormals”, and so on. This categorisation approach
allows us to undertake a comparison between the subject scheme and other
developments we have assessed.
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Gross Development Value (Revenue)
Type

No.

Average £

Total

per sq ft
Market Value Houses

112

£208

£22,410,000

Affordable housing (Affordable rent)

27

£

£2,246,343

Affordable housing (SO)

11

£

£1,314,307

Total

150

£25,970,650

Gross Development Cost (Outgoings)
Type

Detail

Total

Estate housing

£99.03 per sq ft

External works costs

15% of build costs

Contingency

2.55% of build costs

£398,125

Professional fees

6% of combined build costs

£937,589

Abnormals / site specific

various

£2,418,300

S.106 contributions

Education only

£1,010,928

Sales & marketing

2% of GDV

Sales legal fees (MV)

£500 per market dwelling

£56,000

Sales to RP legal fees

£1000 per dwelling

£38,000

Finance costs

6.50% debit

Benchmark land value

£72,195 per gross acre

Acquisition costs

Legals, SDLT

Developer’s profit

17.50% on MV dwellings/5.68% on AH

Total

£13,581,760
£2,037,264

£448,200

£591,135
£1,093,750
£43,751
£4,123,999
£26,778,801
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3.2

Based on the above appraisal assumptions, ADS’s appraisal returns a deficit of circa –
(minus) £808,000. The subsequent three scenarios proposed by ADS consider a
reducing amount of affordable housing and financial contribution. The final scenario
suggests zero affordable housing with a reduced s106 financial contribution of
£382,000.

3.3

The Planning Practice Guidance on viability states the following:
Where up-to-date policies have set out the contributions expected from
development, planning applications that fully comply with them should be
assumed to be viable. It is up to the applicant to demonstrate whether
particular circumstances justify the need for a viability assessment at the
application stage. Paragraph 007
Where a viability assessment is submitted to accompany a planning application
this should be based upon and refer back to the viability assessment that
informed the plan; and the applicant should provide evidence of what has
changed since then. Paragraph 008

3.4

When there is a Local Plan in place (as is the case for South Holland District Council
through the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan) the PPG therefore requires an applicant
to demonstrate what has changed since the plan was brought into place and also
specifically to comment upon what is different between the site specific circumstances
of the scheme and what was used in the viability testing which informed the plan.

3.5

ADS do not specifically comment upon this in their report. However, we have
subsequently reviewed the South East Lincolnshire Local Plan and plotted the
assumptions used at the subject scheme against the assumptions used (for a similar
scheme type and also the uplifted 40 dwellings per Ha scenario) in the plan viability:
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Appraisal Input

Density
Average Value
Average Size
Build Cost
Externals
Contingency
Professional Fees
S106
Sales/Marketing
Developer Profit
BLV (inc abnormals)

3.6

2017
Viability
Study
(Rates/Percentages for 150
dwellings)
40 dwellings per Ha
£1,900 per sqm
84 sqm
£911 per sqm
10% on build cost
3% on build cost
7% on build cost
Up to £5,000 per dwelling
3% on revenue
17.5% Market, 6% Afford
£535,000 per Ha

High Road, Weston (Jan 2021
based on 150 dwellings)
42.36 dwellings per Ha
£2,243 per sqm
84.94 sqm
£1,066 per sqm
15% on build cost
2.55% on build cost
6% on build cost
£6,740 per dwelling
2% on revenue
17.5% Market, 5.68% Afford
£991,803 per Ha

As shown above, there are a number of differences between the assumptions applied
to ADS’ appraisal testing and that used in the South East Lincolnshire Plan viability. By
way of commentary:

-

The difference in sales values and build costs is explained by inflation in the interim
period. What is more significant is therefore the ratio between build costs and sales
values. In the 2017 viability study the plot construction costs equated to around
48% of the average sales value. In ADS’s appraisal the ratio is also around 48%, so
in effect the construction costs are similar to that used in the 2017 study.

-

Standard externals at 15% of plot construction costs have been proven to be
reasonable on other sites, as confirmed by a third party independent quantity
surveyor (contrary to the 10% figure used in the 2017 study).

-

Notwithstanding this, the professional fees, contingency and marketing allowances
put forward by ADS are lower than the 2017 assumptions, which offsets much of
the impact of the higher standard external costs.
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-

The S106 requirement has increased since 2017 (partly explained by indexation /
inflation).

-

The most significant other difference is with respect to the benchmark land value
/ abnormal costs (when combined). The 2017 assumed £535,000 per net Ha,
whereas ADS allow £991,803 per net Ha (a difference in capital terms of
£1,624,657).

-

Finally, we also note that the subject property the net developable area is a low
ratio when compared to the gross area (around 57.75%). Whilst it is unclear what
gross to net ratio allowance has been applied in the 2017 viability study for the 150
dwelling typology (as it is not expressly referred to), we note that for larger
strategic urban extensions (where the gross to net ratio is usually wider than for
smaller scale sites) an allowance of 70% to 80% has been applied. In our
experience, for a scheme of 150 dwellings we would expect the net developable
area to be around 80% to 85% of the gross area. The fact that the subject site net
developable area is a much lower percentage means that there is less land available
for construction, which reduces the efficiency of the project (and impacts on
viability).

4. CP Viability’s appraisal

Gross Development Value (Revenue)

4.1.

We have assessed the scheme mix as set out above in paragraph 1.6.

4.2.

In their assessment, ADS’ average market values can be summarised as follows:
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4.3.

 2 bed semi

642 sq ft

£241 per sq ft

 3 bed semi / terr

811 sq ft

£216 per sq ft

 3 bed semi / det

993 sq ft

£196 per sq ft

 3 bed detached

969 sq ft

£222 per sq ft

 4 bed semi (2.5 storey)

1,034 sq ft

£184 per sq ft

 4 bed detached

1,012 sq ft

£217 per sq ft

 4 bed detached

1,115 sq ft

£202 per sq ft

 4 bed detached

1,230 sq ft

£187 per sq ft

 4 bed detached

1,259 sq ft

£199 per sq ft

 4 bed detached

1,415 sq ft

£191 per sq ft

 4 bed detached (2.5 storey)

1,221 sq ft

£197 per sq ft

In their report ADS state that the values have been provided by the applicant. No
further detail / evidence has been provided.

4.4.

For the purposes of our review we have initially focused on new build transactions
since January 2019 within postcode area ‘PE11’ and ‘PE12’ (the latter being in which
the subject property is located).

4.5.

The most comparable schemes (in terms of closest locations and also village setting)
are considered to Ashwood Homes ‘Kingfisher’ scheme in Moulton and Haycroft
Homes ‘Field View’, both of which are around 2 miles from the subject site. In terms of
how these respective locations compare in terms of local values, we have reviewed the
Zoopla Zed Index which gives current average values for all dwelling types in a
particular location. This is a useful measure for assessing how values can fluctuate
across different locations. The current average figures for each of the village are shown
as follows:
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4.6.

-

Weston

current average value £248,842

-

Moulton

current average value £251,053

-

Whaplode

current average value £215,584

The above points to Weston values being broadly similar to those achievable at
Moulton, however it does suggest a slight uplift when compared to Whaplode (a
difference of around 13%).

4.7.

We note the following relevant transactional evidence from Ashwood Homes
Kingfisher scheme in Moulton (limited to similar dwelling types to that proposed at the
subject scheme):
Kingfisher – Ashwood Homes, Moulton

4.8.

Address
Pcode
42 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD
44 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD
36 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD

Sq ft
732
732
753
739

£psf
Price
Date
Type
£ 230
£168,000 15/03/2019 Semi
£ 230
£168,000 15/03/2019 Semi
£ 226
£170,000 15/05/2019 Semi
£ 228
£168,667

23 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD
25 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD

1,023
1,023
1,023

£
£
£

181
181
181

£185,000 08/03/2019 Semi
£185,000 01/03/2019 Semi
£185,000

12 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD
30 LOWTHER AVENUE MOULTON PE12 6QD

1,378
1,432
1,405

£
£
£

200
196
198

£275,000 25/01/2019 Detached
£280,000 12/04/2019 Detached
£277,500

By way of analysis:
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-

In comparison, for a semi / terrace of 811 sq ft ADS’ appraisal shows an average of
£216 per sq ft, compared to £228 per sq ft achieved in Moulton. We would stress
that typically, when comparing the same dwelling type (e.g. a 3 bed semi), the
smaller the house the higher the rate per sq ft, so some discount would be
expected for the 811 sq ft type at the subject scheme. Likewise, a small number of
the 811 sq ft house type at the subject scheme are terraced, which attract lower
rates per sq ft so would pull down the overall average. That said, the value of £228
per sq ft achieved at Moulton was from nearly 2 years ago and there has been sales
price inflation since this time, which needs to also be reflected in the analysis.
According to the UK House Price Index, the average semi-detached value in South
Holland in March 2019 (when these Moulton sales took place) was £159,094. The
latest available data (Nov 2020) suggests that the average semi-detached dwelling
in South Holland is now worth £171,456. This is an increase of just over 7%.
Adopting a fairly cautious allowance of 4% would mean that the values achieved in
Moulton of £228 per sq ft as at March 2019 were equivalent to around £237 per sq
ft in the current market. Within this context, ADS’s allowance of £216 per sq ft
appears low, even allowing for differences in size and also the impact of some
terraced dwellings on the average.

-

At Moulton a 2.5 storey semi of 1,023 sq ft achieved £181 per sq ft in March 2019.
In ADS’s appraisal an allowance of £184 per sq ft is applied to a similar dwelling of
1,034 sq ft. In light of the comments above, we consider a circa 4% uplift to £181
per sq ft to be justified to take into account inflation since March 2019, which
would equate to £188 per sq ft.
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-

At Moulton detached dwellings averaging 1,405 sq ft achieved an average of £198
per sq ft in early 2019. In ADS’s appraisal an allowance of £191 per sq ft is applied
for a similar dwelling type. According to the UK House Price Index detached
dwellings in South Holland have increased in value from £233,784 in March 2019
to £252,008 in November 2020 (an increase of around 7%). A 4% uplift is again
considered to be reasonable here. Applied to £198 per sq ft as achieved in Moulton
this would result in a figure of £206 per sq ft, significantly higher than ADS’
allowance.

4.9.

In addition, we have reviewed Haycroft Homes Field View scheme in Whaplode
(limited to similar dwelling types to that proposed at the subject scheme). However,
transactional evidence for similar dwelling types to that proposed at the subject
property is limited, as shown below.

Field View – Haycroft Homes, Whaplode

Address
8 WELCH CLOSE

Pcode
Sq ft £psf Price
Date
Type
WHAPLODE PE12 6FZ 678 £ 221 £150,000 20/01/2020 Semi

2 WELCH CLOSE

WHAPLODE PE12 6FZ 1,012 £ 214 £217,000 15/06/2020 Detached

349 HIGH ROAD

WHAPLODE PE12 6TG 1,399 £ 225 £315,000 02/12/2019 Detached

4.10. Whilst the sample is small, we would comment as follows in terms of analysis:
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-

The semi-detached of 678 sq ft, which sold just over 12 months ago, equates to
£221 per sq ft. Allowing for a circa 10% uplift (in light of the Zoopla average figures
discussed above in paragraph 4.5) equates to £243 per sq ft. Furthermore,
according to the UK House Price Index semi-detached dwellings across South
Holland have increased from £161,913 in Jan 2020 to £171,456 in Nov 2020 (an
increase of around 5.5%). Adopting a cautious increase of 2% to our adjusted figure
of £243 per sq ft equates to £248 per sq ft. Within this context ADS’ allowance of
£241 per sq ft appears on the low side of expectations.

-

At Whaplode a detached semi of 1,012 sq ft achieved £214 per sq ft in June 2020.
Applying a 10% uplift, in line with our comments above, equates to £235 per sq ft.
In June 2020 the UK Index showed detached values in South Holland at £235,638,
increasing to £252,008 by Nov 2020 (increase of 6.5%). However, and again
adopting a cautious approach, we have applied a 3% uplift. Applied to £235 per sq
ft this equates to £242 per sq ft. ADS’ allowance of £217 per sq ft therefore is
considered to be significantly below expectations.

-

It is unclear what type of dwelling 349 High Road is (as it appears this may be
detached bungalow). We have therefore excluded this from our considerations.

4.11. Given the limited number of transactions identified we have also considered village
schemes from further afield, focusing on locations considered to be broadly
comparable (in value terms) to Weston. Having reviewed the market we have
identified Ashwood Homes Mill View scheme in Cowbit. According to the Zoopla Zed
Index Cowbit has a current average value of £255,835, which is broadly in keeping with
Weston’s current average value of £248,842 (albeit a slight increase of around 2.5%).
Whilst Cowbit is further away (around 5.5miles) it is considered to attract relatively
similar values so can provide a useful insight into market values.
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4.12. We note the following transactional evidence:

Address
Sq ft £psf
WILLOW COURT COWBIT 926 £ 238
WILLOW COURT COWBIT 926 £ 239
926 £ 238

Price
Date
Type
£ 220,000 13/09/2019 Detached
£ 221,000 06/12/2019 Detached
£ 220,500

Adj price
£
239
£
240
£
239

WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,066 £ 221
WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,076 £ 220
1,071 £ 220

£ 235,000 05/04/2019 Detached
£ 237,000 03/05/2019 Detached
£ 236,000

£
£
£

221
221
221

WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,281 £ 211

£ 270,000 24/05/2019 Detached

£

212

WILLOW COURT COWBIT
WILLOW COURT COWBIT
WILLOW COURT COWBIT

721
721
721
721

£ 236
£ 236
£ 236
£ 236

£ 170,000 24/01/2020 Semi
£ 170,000 13/12/2019 Semi
£ 170,000 13/12/2019 Semi
£ 170,000

£
£
£
£

237
237
237
237

WILLOW COURT COWBIT
WILLOW COURT COWBIT

797
797
797

£ 235
£ 226
£ 230

£ 187,000 15/05/2020 Semi
£ 180,000 10/07/2020 Semi
£ 183,500

£
£
£

229
220
225

WILLOW COURT COWBIT
WILLOW COURT COWBIT
WILLOW COURT COWBIT

861
861
861
861

£ 227
£ 226
£ 226
£ 229

£ 195,500 24/07/2020 Semi
£ 195,000 26/07/2019 Semi
£ 195,000 16/08/2019 Semi
£ 195,167

£
£
£
£

221
227
227
225

WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT
WILLOW COURT

915
915
926
926
926
926
926
923

£ 219
£ 221
£ 214
£ 214
£ 213
£ 208
£ 205
£ 213

£ 200,000
£ 202,000
£ 198,000
£ 198,000
£ 197,000
£ 193,000
£ 190,000
£ 196,857

Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

220
222
209
209
214
209
206
213

£ 217,000 04/07/2019 Semi
£ 215,000 30/04/2019 Semi
£ 205,000 23/05/2019 Semi
£ 212,333

£
£
£
£

204
201
191
199

COWBIT
COWBIT
COWBIT
COWBIT
COWBIT
COWBIT
COWBIT

WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,066 £ 204
WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,076 £ 200
WILLOW COURT COWBIT 1,076 £ 190
1,073 £ 198

01/08/2019
13/12/2019
05/06/2020
22/05/2020
15/11/2019
16/08/2019
16/08/2019
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4.13. The final column on the right (‘adj price’) applies a 2.5% deduction to take into account
Cowbit attracting a slightly higher value than the subject property. However, for any
sales taking place prior to Jan 2020 we have also added back an inflation uplift of 3%,
which is considered to be reasonable in light of the UK House Price Index discussed
above. We have then looked to compared this ‘adj price’ with the values attributed to
each dwelling type in ADS’ appraisal:

-

Detached 926 sq ft Cowbit gives an adjusted value of £239 per sq ft. At the subject
site ADS allow £222 per sq ft for detached of 969 sq ft. ADS’ allowance therefore
appears low.

-

Detached 1,071 sq ft Cowbit gives an adjusted value of £221 per sq ft. At the subject
site ADS allow £202 per sq ft for detached of 1,115 sq ft. ADS’ allowance therefore
appears low.

-

Detached 1,281 sq ft Cowbit gives an adjusted value of £212 per sq ft. At the subject
site ADS allow £199 per sq ft for detached of 1,259 sq ft. ADS’ allowance therefore
appears low.

-

Semi 861 sq ft Cowbit gives an adjusted value of £225 per sq ft. At the subject site
ADS allow £216 per sq ft for semi / terrace of 811 sq ft. ADS’ allowance therefore
appears low.

-

Semi 2.5 storey 1,073 sq ft Cowbit gives an adjusted value of £199 per sq ft. At the
subject site ADS allow £184 per sq ft for semi / terrace of 1,034 sq ft. ADS’
allowance therefore appears low.
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4.14. Having considered the above evidence, and allowing for factors such as differing
locations, dwelling types, dates of sale as well as differences between larger scale
schemes and smaller developments, dates of sale, market conditions and also
incentives likely to generate sales, we conclude that the values as shown in ADS’
appraisal are below our expectations for the subject scheme. We consider the
following net sales values (net of any sales incentives deemed necessary to drive sales)
to be appropriate for the viability testing:
GROSS DEVELOPMENT VALUE (GDV)
Description
Type
MARKET VALUE
Alnmouth
Semi
Danbury
Semi / Terr
Delmare
Semi / Det
Sherwood
Detached
Charnwood
Detached
Saunton 2.5 storey
Semi
Burnham
Detached
Greenwood 2.5 storey
Detached
Marston
Detached
Whiteleaf
Detached
Kielder
Detached

Beds
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

NSA
sq ft

£ per

£ each

642
811
993
969
1,012
1,034
1,115
1,221
1,230
1,259
1,415

245
222
204
230
230
189
209
203
205
205
203

157,500
180,000
202,500
222,500
232,500
195,000
232,500
247,500
252,500
257,500
287,500

4.15. The affordable housing transfer values put forward by ADS range from £101 to £123
per sq ft for the affordable rented dwellings and £142 per sq ft for shared ownership.
These allowances are considered to be broadly reasonable and have been accepted in
our appraisal.
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Build costs

4.16. For their standard plot construction costs, ADS refer to the Build Cost Information
Service (“BCIS”) database. This is a database regularly used in the construction
industry, providing average build price rates for different types of accommodation in
different locations. ADS apply “the current BCIS lower quartile figure for general estate
housing in South Holland”, which is shown as £1,066 per sq m (£99.03 per sq ft).
However, the BCIS rate excludes external works costs, contingency and abnormal
works costs and as such these need to be included elsewhere in the appraisal.
4.17. ADS make an additional allowance for external works, equivalent to 15% of the BCIS
rate a contingency sum equivalent to 2.55% of the plot construction and externals
combined. Finally, abnormals / site specific infrastructure costs are included, totalling
£2,418,300 (see below for further detail).

4.18. Having checked the current BCIS lower quartile rate for South Holland we can confirm
ADS’s allowance of £99.03 per sq ft us reasonable for the purposes of the viability
assessment.
4.19. Likewise, an allowance of 15% for standard externals is considered to be reasonable
and in keeping with other sites we have appraised across South Holland (albeit, as
stated above in paragraph 3.6 this is above the allowance of 10% used in the South
East Lincolnshire local plan viability study from 2017).

4.20. For contingency an allowance of 2.55% on the plot construction and standard externals
is in keeping with other schemes we have appraised across the wider region. It also
compares favourably with the 3% figure used in the South East Lincolnshire local plan
viability study. We have therefore accepted 2.55% in our appraisal.
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4.21. With respect to abnormals / site specific infrastructure costs, the following allowances
are included:

Soakaways / SUDS
Acoustice fencing / building
Service abnormals - diversion mains
Acoustic treatments to houses
Foul pumping station
Rising main
Substation
Attenuation basin
Archaeology
S278 works A151
Ecology
Piling
Ground beams
Piling mat

157,500
34,500
11,000
6,500
100,000
44,000
50,000
20,000
100,000
150,000
15,000
679,800
675,000
375,000

4.22. The above totals £2,418,300 (£276,377 per net acre).

4.23. We would stress that we are not quantity surveyors and therefore we can only provide
high level comments with respect to the allowances put forward. That said, no detail
has been provided by ADS / the applicant therefore it is difficult to scrutinise these
costs. Furthermore, based on our experience a number of the allowances appear high,
for example archaeology at £100,000 is above allowances put forward on other
schemes (when adjusted for scheme size). Whilst the Phase 2 study does identify the
need for piled foundations, the costs for the piling, ground beams and piling mats total
£1,729,800, which is equivalent to £11,532 per dwelling. This is a significant sum and
ideally needs scrutinising by a specialist. Given the extent of the abnormal items, and
in the event of a continued disagreement over the scheme viability, it would be
necessary to engage a specialist quantity surveyor to verify these allowances (subject
to additional fees, to be agreed if required).
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4.24. However, please note that to some degree the impact of abnormal costs can be offset
in the land price (at least when determining viability). The Planning Practice Guidance
(‘PPG’) on viability makes it clear that abnormal costs must be factored into the
assessment of land value, with the implication being the higher the abnormal costs the
greater the downward pressure on land value.
4.25. In practical terms, it is not the case that if abnormal costs go up by £100,000 per acre
the land value will always decrease by £100,000 per acre, as the land value still has to
be at a sufficient level to incentivise a landowner to release the site for development.
For example, if a site has an existing use value as an agricultural field at £10,000 per
acre and, after abnormal costs are deducted, a residential scheme can only deliver a
land value of £15,000 per acre then this would not represent a sufficient incentive for
a landowner to release the site for development. There still has to be some sort of
suitable premium above the existing use value. However, it is reasonable that the
burden of the higher abnormal costs on a development should not fall solely on the
Council through a reduction in their planning policies. The principle that the land value
must bear the most significant proportion of any abnormal costs is a sound one.
4.26. In short, changes in abnormal costs are of course significant. However, when assessing
viability, they should be balanced against land value (which can serve to dampen the
effect of abnormal costs on the overall viability outcome).
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4.27. Having considered these factors, for the purposes of our viability modelling we have
applied the suggested abnormal costs, albeit on the basis that this is balanced with
appropriate level for the benchmark land value, as per the requirements of the
Planning Practice Guidance. This is to provide an initial position on viability only and
does not confirm our agreement to these figures. As stated above, in the event of an
ongoing disagreement over the scheme viability it would be necessary to engage the
services of an independent quantity surveyor to review these figures in detail (fees
to be agreed, if required).

Professional fees

4.28. ADS have included professional fees which are equivalent the equivalent of 6% of their
build and external works costs. This is considered to be in keeping with other schemes
we have appraised across the wider region. It also compares favourably with the 7%
figure used in the South East Lincolnshire local plan viability study. We have therefore
accepted 6% in our appraisal.

S106 / Other Council Policy Requirements

4.29. The Council’s policy requires a 25% on-site affordable housing requirement (split 70/30
between affordable rent and shared ownership / intermediate dwellings). The Council
has confirmed that the following mix is required:
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Affordable rent

No. of
units

Intermediate

No. of
units

1 bed house
2 bed house
3 bed house
4 bed house
Sub total

8
10
8
1
27

1 bed house
2 bed house
3 bed house
4 bed house
Sub total

6
5
11

4.30. For S106 contributions the Council has confirmed the following:


NHS contribution

£99,000



Education

£661,928

4.31. In addition, ADS have also made an additional allowance of £25,000 for a travel plan.
The Council has not confirmed this is required and therefore we have excluded this
from the appraisal (albeit this can be added at a later dated if deemed necessary).

4.32. Finally, ADS’ appraisal also includes a “commuted sum for open space maintenance”
at £225,000. Whilst this appears to be a significant sum for the open space
maintenance, we have included this in our appraisal (again this can be amended at a
later date if deemed necessary).
Marketing / legal costs
4.33. For disposal and marketing costs ADS have allowed 2% on the market value revenue.
For sales legal costs, an additional allowance of £500 per unit has been applied to the
market value units, plus £38,000 for the affordable dwellings.
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4.34. The 2% marketing / disposal fee is considered to be in keeping with other schemes we
have appraised across the wider region. It also compares favourably with the 3% figure
used in the South East Lincolnshire local plan viability study. We have therefore
accepted 3% in our appraisal. Likewise, £500 per unit is reasonable for the market
value legals. However, the affordable costs at £38,000 are above our expectations. We
have adjusted this to £15,000 in our appraisal.

Finance
4.35. ADS have allowed for these costs at a debit rate of 6.50%. This is considered to be
reasonable and we have adopted the same in our appraisal.

4.36. To calculate the finance, we have inputted our appraisal data into the ARGUS
Development Appraisal Toolkit, which is an industry approved discounted cash flow
model (appended to this report).

Developer’s profit

4.37. ADS adopt a profit equivalent to 17.5% on revenue for the market value units and circa
5.68% for the affordable.

4.38. For a scheme of this size and nature we believe it is appropriate to apply a profit margin
expressed as a percentage of the revenue.
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4.39. In our experience profit margins fluctuate depending on the nature of the scheme and
the type of developer implementing the project. However, and only as a broad guide,
we tend to see profit margins in the region of 15% to 20% of revenue. This range is
now also explicitly referenced in the recent PPG publication (albeit within the context
of plan viability testing).

4.40. It is stressed, however, that affordable dwellings are assumed to attract a lower profit
requirement. This is because the risk associated with delivering affordable units is less
than market value dwellings, as they are typically transferred in bulk to a single party
and are often ‘pre-sold’ even before construction has been completed. We usually see
a reduced profit in the region of 6% on revenue for affordable dwellings.
4.41. We have again reviewed other schemes appraised across the District. Having
considered this and the above,, as well as the profit allowance in the South East
Lincolnshire local plan viability study from 2017, we conclude that an allowance of
17.5% is acceptable for the market value dwellings, together with 5.68% for the
affordable.

Benchmark land value

4.42. The Benchmark Land Value (“BLV”) attempts to identify the minimum price that a
hypothetical landowner would accept in the prevalent market conditions to release
the land for development. Whilst a relatively straight forward concept in reality this is
open to interpretation and is generally one of the most debated elements of a viability
appraisal. It is also often confused with market value, however the guidance stresses
that this is a distinct concept and therefore is different to market value assessments.
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4.43. The standard approach is to run an initial appraisal based on all of the above fixed
inputs to arrive at a site value for the site. In accordance with the RICS guidance, this
residual site value can then be compared to the “benchmark land value” (which is the
minimum price that a hypothetical landowner would accept and a hypothetical
developer would pay for the scheme to be delivered). If the residual site value is above
this “benchmark” then the scheme is viable. If the residual site value falls below this
figure then the scheme is deemed to be unviable.

4.44. Viability assessors are provided some guidance through the National Planning Policy
Framework (‘NPPF’) and Planning Practice Guidance (‘PPG’), as published on 24 th July
2018 (and updated in May/September 2019). This provides a more up to date guide to
undertaking viability assessments and can be regarded as superseding certain
elements of the above 2012 documents. One area which the PPG deals with is in
relation to assessing BLV, stating the following:
4.44.1. To define land value for any viability assessment, a benchmark land value
should be established on the basis of the existing use value (EUV) of the land,
plus a premium for the landowner. The premium for the landowner should
reflect the minimum return at which it is considered a reasonable landowner
would be willing to sell their land.

4.44.2. The EUV should disregard any hope value.

4.44.3. Benchmark land value should reflect the implications of abnormal costs, site
specific infrastructure costs and professional site fees.
4.44.4. Benchmark land value should be informed by market evidence including
current uses, costs and values wherever possible.
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4.44.5. Where recent market evidence is used to inform assessment of benchmark
land value this evidence should be based on developments which are
compliant with policies, including affordable housing. Where this evidence is
not available plan makers and applicants should identify and evidence any
adjustments to reflect the cost of policy compliance. This is so that historic
benchmark land values of non-policy compliant developments are not used to
inflate values over time.

4.44.6. Under no circumstances will the price paid for land be a relevant justification
for failing to accord with the relevant policies in the plan.
4.44.7. Alternative Use Value of the land may be informative in establishing
benchmark land value. However, these should be limited to those uses which
have an existing implementable permission for that use. Valuation based on
AUV includes the premium to the landowner. If evidence of AUV is being
considered the premium to the landowner must not be double counted.
4.45. In other words, the Council should not subsidise (through a loss of planning policy
contributions) any overbid made when acquiring the site. Any overbid (or indeed
underbid) for a site should therefore be disregarded when considering the BLV. As part
of the process of reviewing viability it is down to the assessor to determine whether a
price paid is an appropriate figure (or not) to use as a BLV.

4.46. In their report, ADS calculate the existing use value as being based on agricultural land
value (which they suggest is around £10,000 per acre). This is considered to be broadly
reasonable.
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4.47. In terms of a premium uplift, ADS’ allowance equates to around 12.5 times the existing
use value. ADS state that this reflects the “mid-range uplift premium”. This equates to
an overall benchmark land value of £1,093,750.
4.48. However, the level of uplift has to fluctuate dependent on the level of abnormals / site
specific infrastructure costs. For example, we have agreed premium uplifts of sub 10
times the existing use value in South Holland where abnormal costs have been at
inflated levels (like the subject site). What is therefore important is that the benchmark
land value is adjusted (by changing the premium uplift) to reflect the level of abnormal
costs. For example:
-

For a scheme of 83 dwellings in Holbeach, in their viability review (May 20) the
applicant put forward a benchmark land value equivalent to £111,093 per acre.
This reflected a multiplier of 11 against the existing use value. The abnormal costs
associated with that scheme were £135,911 per acre. Combined, the benchmark
land value and abnormals equated to £247,004 per acre. This compares to
£401,377 per acre as proposed by ADS’ (when the benchmark land value and
abnormal costs are combined).

-

For a scheme of 75 dwellings in Surfleet, in their viability review (Jan 21) the
applicant put forward a benchmark land value equivalent to £111,082 per acre.
This reflected a multiplier of 11 against the existing use value. The abnormal costs
associated with that scheme were £127,677 per acre. Combined, the benchmark
land value and abnormals equated to £238,758 per acre. This compares to
£401,377 per acre as proposed by ADS’ (when the benchmark land value and
abnormal costs are combined).
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4.49. It is also appropriate to consider the benchmark land value against that used in the
South East Lincolnshire local plan viability, which (when the benchmark land value and
abnormals were combined) equated to £216,512 per acre (or £535,000 per Ha). In
comparison, ADS’s allowance equates to £401,377 per acre (or £991,803 per Ha)
4.50. Having considered the above, we conclude that the benchmark land value applied by
ADS is above expectations given the high level of abnormal costs / site specific costs
associated with this scheme. If an uplift of 8 times the existing use value is applied this
gives an overall benchmark land value of £700,000 (£80,000 per net acre). When
combined with the associated abnormal costs this is still equivalent to £356,377 per
acre so is above the 2 examples cited above and also the allowance in the South East
Lincolnshire local plan viability study.

5. Appraisal results and conclusions

5.1.

We have run an appraisal for the scheme as proposed incorporating the various
appraisal inputs detailed above. Our initial approach was to apply the full planning
policy requirements, including a 25% onsite affordable housing provision plus £99,000
for health, £661,928 for education and £225,000 for the open space maintenance.
Please see our attached appraisal. This generates a residual land value of £1,005,052.
As this is above our benchmark land value this scenario is deemed to be viable with
the full planning policies applied.
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Scenario 1: Onsite affordable housing 38 units (25.33%):

5.2.

Affordable rent

No. of
units

Intermediate

No. of
units

1 bed house
2 bed house
3 bed house
4 bed house
Sub total

8
10
8
1
27

1 bed house
2 bed house
3 bed house
4 bed house
Sub total

6
5
11

For illustrative purposes, the key differences between our base appraisal and the ADS
assessment are as follows:
Input

5.3.

ADS

CPV Scenario 1

appraisal

appraisal

Revenue (average market value)

£208psf

£216psf

Benchmark land value

£1,093,750

£700,000

As stated above, with respect to the abnormal costs for the purposes of our initial
modelling we have adopted the figures put forward by ADS in their assessment. This is
to provide an initial position on viability only and does not confirm our agreement to
these figures. In the event of an ongoing disagreement over the scheme viability it
would be necessary to engage the services of an independent quantity surveyor to
review these figures in detail (fees to be agreed, if required).

5.4.

However, and in addition to any ‘base’ appraisals, the RICS guidance now states that it
is a mandatory requirement to undertake sensitivity testing as part of the
considerations. This is to enable applicant’s / decision makers to see the impact that
adjustments to the figures can have on the viability outcome.
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5.5.

In this case, and taking into account the current volatility in the market place, we
consider it appropriate to run sensitivity testing based on changes in the build costs.
For our Scenario 2 we have run a scenario which assumes the mid point between our
Scenario 1 average market values (£216 per sq ft) and ADS’ average market values
(£208 per sq ft). This equates to £212 per sq ft and has subsequently been applied to
our Scenario 2. Please see our attached appraisal. This shows that, with the full
planning policies applied, this scenario generates a residual land value of £710,988. As
this is above our benchmark land value of £700,000 this scenario is considered to be
viable.

5.6.

In summary, in both our base appraisal and our sensitivity test with reduced sales
values the scheme is shown to be viable with the full planning policy requirements
(25% onsite affordable housing, health £99,000, education £661,928 and open space
maintenance charge, which we have assumed is £225,000 in line with ADS’ allowance).

5.7.

We therefore conclude that the Council is justified in seeking the full policy provision
on this site.

5.8.

Our conclusions remain valid for 6 months beyond the date of this report. If the
implementation of the scheme is delayed beyond this then market conditions may
have changed sufficiently for our conclusions on viability to be adjusted. Under this
scenario we would strongly recommend the scheme is re-appraised.

Yours sincerely
David Newham MRICS
Director
CP Viability Ltd
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